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Your help in doing a 

general clean-up of the 

field area on Sat Oct 

26th would be much 

appreciated. Start time 

is 8:30 am. More info on 

page 6 ... 

The HMAC newsletter is your vehicle for sharing information, experiences, building projects, etc with your fellow members. If you have 

photos of your latest model, a construction in progress or handy tip you’d like to share, please send it to Geoff at buzz@itapps.com.au 

for inclusion in a future edition of BUZZ. 

 

Working Bee 
October 26th 



 

 

Kingsley Neumann 

I am pleased to report that the Annual HMAC 

Auction went off very well, after a slightly slow 

start we eventually had about 130 people 

through the door. The 7.00 PM start was nice 

and orderly. While attendance was higher than 

that in 2012, numbers were a little lower than 

expected, probably because of the Long 

Weekend and School Holidays. Another 

reason could be that people don’t tend to hold 

onto and repair their old models so often 

these days. If they are a bit broken they are 

trashed and replaced with a shiny new ARF.  

 

The Club was well supported by sponsors 

Model Flight, Model Mania, MASA and a new 

specialist, Col Reedman, who is importing 

some very interesting modelling tools and 

products. Our sponsors donated the valuable 

door prizes which were drawn regularly 

through the evening. Our thanks go out also to 

the HMAC members and wives who worked in 

the canteen. And of course thanks to all the 

people who set up and packed away all the 

chairs and tables 

 

At the field, we expect the new electric arming 

tables to be installed soon, thanks to the work 

of Andrew Burdon. Unfortunately we are about 

to lose Andrew because he has decided to 

move back to Tasmania to provide support for 

his parents in a time of serious illness. The 

Club wishes Andrew and his family all the best 

for the future. 

 

I will be writing some recommendations for 

prospective new members who happen to 

look at our Web Page. I am amazed at the 

number of people  (three last weekend) who 

are turning up at the field with inappropriate 

equipment on a Sunday morning. This is 

usually thanks to YouTube and Hobby King. 

People make a decision based on various 

sources of course. It is also disappointing to 

see people with equipment purchased in good 

faith from alternative Hobby Shops or private 

persons only to discover that the RC gear is 

not approved or on the wrong mode. All 

prospective Members will be encouraged to 

come along and talk to the friendly Instructors 

on a Sunday Morning and we can even offer 

them some free trial flights (maximum of three 

and sign the book each time!) Then a sensible 

decision can be made before investing any 

cash. 

 

It was great to see Mike Schneider’s Glider 

Tug flying recently. This opens up the 

possibility of some nice scale model gliders to 

be flown occasionally but please remember 

that 400 foot height limit. I also noticed quite 

a few heli flyers operating in complete 

harmony with fixed wing planes. It just takes a 

bit of common sense and courtesy to keep 

most of the people happy most of the time!  

 

Now that Daylight Saving is here why not enjoy 

some evening flying with the sun behind you 

right up to 7.00 PM for IC engines and up to 

dark for electrics. The best time of the day! 

Don’t forget the Working Bee on Saturday 

October 26th from 8.30 AM 

 

Also coming up is the Evening Fun Fly before 

the normal Social Meeting On Friday 

November 1st and of course, the end of year 

Christmas BBQ lunch on Sunday December 

1st. 

Kingsley Neumann 

From the President 
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“ … Now that Daylight Saving 

is here why not enjoy some 

evening flying with the sun 

behind you right up to 7.00 

PM for IC engines and up to 

dark for electrics. The best 

time of the day! …” 

Online member Survey 
 

Thanks to all who participated in the recent 

Online Member Survey. Your input assists the 

Committee in making decisions about future 

projects and policies that are in line with the 

wishes and best interests of both the Club and 

its members. 

 

The survey is now closed. Results are currently 

being compiled and a summary will be 

presented at the next General Meeting on 

November 1st. and published in the November 

newsletter. 

 

As you are aware, the chance to win a $50 Model Mania voucher was offered to all who completed 

the survey. The draw took place at the Annual Auction and the lucky winner was Domenic 

Panuccio. Congratulations Dom! 



 

 

Advertise What you Want to  

Buy or Sell on our Web Site 
Send details & photos to Geoff 

Haynes —buzz@itapps.com.au 
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ASMS Students win “Encouragement Award” at  Shepparton 

Mammoth Scale Fly In  

“… By about 10am there were 

approximately 150 planes and 

pilots and we were all in awe 

at the quantity and size of 

some of the aircraft ...”  

In 2013, students of the Australian Science & Mathematics School were offered the opportunity to 

build one of two radio control planes with the intention of taking the planes to an event in 

Shepparton, Victoria; The Mammoth Scale Fly In. This is an event that has been running for 33 

years and is a meeting for pilots and planes that are in excess of 2.1 metres for a monoplane and 

in excess of 1.7 metres for a biplane/triplane. The school purchased and built a quarter-scale 

Fokker Dr1 triplane, commonly known as the last mount of the “Red Baron”, Baron von Richtofen. 

The second plane was a 1913 Etrich Taube. The Fokker triplane had a wingspan of 1.8 metres and 

the Etrich Taube monoplane of 2.1 metres. Construction of the two planes occurred every Thursday 

morning during the University Modules time for the first three terms. The paint on the Fokker was 

literally drying on the flight line in Shepparton…… 

 

Eight students elected to make the trip. Year 10 students Lewis Cripps-Gray, Matt Smith and Year 

11 students Nic Hunt, Anthony Kyriakopoulos, James Murphy, Josh Georg, Cameron Schrapel and 

Patrick Strolz. We were ably assisted in transport and maintenance of the troops by parents Connie 

Schrapel and Peter Ferris.  
 
The convoy departed the ASMS at 7:45am on Friday the 20th of September and arrived in 

Shepparton at 7:30pm in the dark, rain and mud. The lads set about feverishly mounting tents (in 

an area the club had very generously set aside for us) as it was late, wet and they were hungry. 

Tents erected we drove into Shepparton (the field is approximately 15km out of town) for tea. Upon 

return I was required to work on the planes to ensure that they would be ready to fly on the 

Saturday. I didn’t quite finish off the Fokker but the Taube was ready. I clambered into bed for a few 

hours sleep, too scared to look at my watch. We were all soothed to sleep by the sounds of frogs 

identifying their territory in the billabong next to our camp site. I identified five distinct calls all 

made in perfect order of each other. 

 

The next morning was the first opportunity to see the field in daylight and what an amazing sight it 

was. A windless, cloudless morning with mist lying low over a field surrounded by huge river red 

gums and canola crops. Those canola crops would be our saving grace later that day. 

I was up early to work on the Fokker and the students slowly emerged from their tents after playing 

cards late into the night. 

 

I collected our plane entry numbers and extra vests to allow our students to walk amongst the pits 

to view the planes and talk with the pilots. Anticipation was building. At 9am the pilots briefing 

occurred and the students had their first taste of what radio aircraft etiquette was about. We were 

welcomed by the club who were pleased to see “toddlers”. The average age of people coming into 

radio control aircraft is approximately 50 years of age….. 

 

By about 10am there were approximately 150 planes and pilots and we were all in awe at the 

quantity and size of some of the aircraft. Twin engine model jets using turbines screamed their way 

across the sky at about 300 kilometres per hour. Model Engines brought their 4.8m four-engined 

Lockheed Constellation model which was a sight and sound to behold. Until the pilot on his second 

flight ripped half of the left wing off. There were mid-air collisions, pilot’s dead-sticking and perfect 

flights in abundance. 

 

At 11am I joined the Etrich Taube into the queue for flight time. It was an anxious wait. With 3 

terms of building by about 8 people the pressure to ensure a successful flight was high. About 30 

minutes later I taxied the plane onto the runway and opened the throttle. To the cheers of the team 

the Etrich rose gracefully and flew with great elegance. Ten minutes later she entered a perfect 

landing descent and the team gleefully entered into high fives. 



 

 

It was now back to finishing off the Fokker. At about 3pm I committed to joining the flight line. I 

knew the Fokker would be a flying challenge and the first time I had attempted a flight with a 

triplane. My time to taxi had now arrived. Lined up on the runway with the throttle opened the 

plane did a 360 degree turn to the right. Ok, I need more left rudder. Next run was another 360 

degree turn. More left rudder. Third time lucky and she was off but she was climbing fast. Then 

she did a sharp drop of the left wing before a quick 180 degree turn to come back down the flight 

line; a distinct flying no-no. I had that moment when on a maiden flight where you question 

whether the plane is going to stay under your control before the plane took a sharp 90 degree left 

turn to take it away from the flight line. By now I had the plane trimmed for level flight and we 

were out of the danger zone. 

 

For 5 minutes the plane flew beautifully. Very manoeuvrable 

and extremely eye catching in flight. It then dawned on me 

that I was not sure I had control of the motor. A flypast 

within earshot confirmed this. A pilot never wants his first 

landing of a new plane to be without power and I was just 

facing that on a plane I know historically has 

temperamental landing qualities. With an explanation to the 

other pilots I would be dead-sticking (landing without 

engine) the plane in, I set her up downwind and cut the 

motor. I had heard triplanes have high drag and a poor glide 

ratio. To say the Fokker sank like a brick is an 

understatement. I very quickly realised I might not make the runway and have to land in the 

canola fields. This is how it eventuated. Matt and Lewis made the cross through the fields to get 

the plane and report upon the damage sustained in the landing. To their excitement upon return 

they exclaimed there appeared to be no damage. A subsequent inspection by the team concurred 

with that view. All that we had was a large collection of yellow flowers adhered to the exhaust oil 

residue which gave the plane a realistic WW1 look! Importantly however the Fokker had 

completed its first flight and survived. High fives were handed out again. I set about identifying the 

fault on the Fokker and identified the error as an amateur mistake on my part… 

 

During the night rain came through as did the wind. This curtailed our flying until 3pm the next day 

when the wind had dropped significantly enough to make flying a viable proposition. During that 

time the students took the opportunity to cruise the pits, observe planes, buy planes from the 

shop run by Col Taylor models and talk with other modellers.  

 

Our group was visited during the morning by Neil Tank, President of the Model Aeronautical 

Association of Australia. He had heard about us and wanted to meet the group. He expressed his 

thanks at our attendance and remarked on the quality of the planes the students had built.  

 

The official closing presentations for the event were held at 1:30pm and the club hosting the 

event thanked the group for their attendance as did Neil Tank again. The students really felt that 

their presence was appreciated, valued and that their work was admired. Which it was. The club 

then presented to the school a brand new 9 channel radio set worth approximately $500 as an 

encouragement award. 

 

To see the students so valued for their excellent work was personally rewarding and justification 

for the students of such an amazing job on a task that to begin with seemed insurmountable. 

We flew the Etrich twice after 3pm on the Sunday. We flew the Fokker twice after that as well. To 

say that the Fokker is a handful to land is an understatement. It ended up on its nose twice with 

no damage. After dinner in town we settled to a fire that worked almost straight away and stories 

of our glory. Except for me. I was Fokker’d out and went to bed by 10pm. I thought I deserved it. 

 

We left at 7am on Monday 23rd of September arriving back at the ASMS at 4:30pm. 

 

A big thanks to Connie Schrapel and Peter Ferris for their able support. Without either the trip 

would not have been able to occur with the same numbers of students and supervision. Plans are 

already afoot for the 2014 trip and new planes to be built for the event. 

 

Until then, happy flying! 

 

Matt Jamieson 

Gold Wings Instructor 

Shepparton Mammoth Scale Fly In (cont.) 
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Do You Have a SafeTag? 
 

Have You Fitted a SafeTag 

to Your Electric Model Yet? 

It’s a piece of cake to add 

(no mods required) and 

makes your model compli-

ant with HMAC Safety Re-

quirements. 

 

Full details available on the 

HMAC website under 

“Technical Articles”. 
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Bargains aplenty at the HMAC Annual Auction 

Above is just a sample of some of the 

goodies that went up for auction at 

the HMAC Annual Auction on Friday 

October 4th. 

 

Thanks to all who helped with the 

setup, catering and item presenta-

tion. 

(Top) We had 128 enthusiastic attendees eager to buy and sell. 

(Bottom) Some of the great door prizes generously donated by Modelflight, 

Model Mania, MASA and Col Reedman. 

COLIN REEDMAN  —  08 8289 5637 



 

 

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 

 Sat 26th Oct—Working Bee 

 Fri 1st Nov - Social meeting & 

Twilight Fly-In 

 Sun 3rd Nov - Pylon & Combat 

 Wed 6th Nov - MASA Meeting 

 Su 17th Nov - Fun Fly 

 Wed 20th Nov—Committee 

Meeting 

 Sun Dec 1st - Trophy Presentation 

Newcomers to R/C modelling are catered for by setting aside every Sunday 

morning from 10 am when qualified instructors will teach all aspects required for 

the safe operation of the model. During the training period no other models are 

allowed to fly, ensuring the least possible distractions to the student. 

P.O. Box 94 

O'Halloran Hill 

S.A. 5158 

HOLDFAST MODEL AERO CLUB 

Club Phone: 08 8377 2708 

Web: www.holdfastmac.com.au  

 

Newsletter Editor  

buzz@itapps.com.au 

We are fortunate in having so many rated instructors and our thanks go to those keen instructors who turn up even when they are not 

rostered on. We expect to see more learners as the warmer weather approaches. Advanced Flying Training is available on request, so if 

you want to brush up your flying for a Wings test, please arrange a session with one of the Instructors. There are still a number of “Solo 

Only” flyers out there who could easily qualify for the Bronze Wings. 

Date Instructor Instructor Assistant

 OCT 27th Kingsley Neumann (Open) (Ted Carter)

 NOV 3rd Graham Paterson John Jefferson Trevor Baudinette

 NOV 10th Matt Jamieson Ross Lloyd Max Thomas

 NOV 17th Peter Robertson Kingsley Neumann Ted Carter

 NOV 24th (Open) Graham Paterson Trevor Baudinette

 DEC 1st Ross Lloyd Matt Jamieson Max Thomas

 DEC 8th John Jefferson Peter Robertson (Ted Carter)

 DEC 15th Kingsley Neumann (Open) Trevor Baudinette

Instructor Roster (November-December)

Open class pylon 
Peter Robertson (HMAC) 90 

Tom Jacobsen (Noarlunga) 86 

Greg Leigh (Noarlunga) 85 

Vin Pike (HMAC) 60 

Bob McEwin (HMAC) 43 

Finn Kank (Noarlunga) 41 

 

Standard class pylon 
Graham Paterson (HMAC) 72 

Ian Cole  (HMAC) 62 

Les Mepham (HMAC) 60 

Mike Keele (HMAC) 59 

James York (Noarlunga) 45 

WW I combat 
Peter Robertson - 4 points 

Graham Paterson - 4 points 

Merv Harris - 1 point 

Max Thomas - 1 point 

Barry Grivec - 1 point 

 

WW II combat 
No missions flown 

Pylon & Combat Competition Results - 6th October 2013 

*** WORKING BEE - SATURDAY OCTOBER 26th *** 
 

Please do your bit to maintain the Club facilities in good condition! Many hands make light 

work. 

 

The Working Bee will commence at 8:30 am. Main tasks to be performed are: 

 Trimming foliage near the clubhouse 

 Painting fence posts 

 Cleaning drains 

 Weed spraying 

 Rubbish collection and dump run 

 

Make a note in your diary to come and give a hand. 


